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The Challenge:  On-the-job injuries. Speed of loading and unloading flights. 
Damage claims. Workman’s comp costs. On-time departures.

The Solution: TISABAS
These are just some of the issues TISABAS was designed to solve, issues 
which are especially significant when loading and unloading narrow-bodied
aircraft.  TISABAS is a compact motorized folding conveyor system that 
goes into the aircraft belly and mechanically moves baggage and cargo, 
reducing the need to throw heavy baggage, mail and freight the length of 
an aircraft belly. This reduces time and operational costs while making 
ramp agent jobs safer, easier and more efficient.

Why TISABAS?
TISABAS is significantly different from other aircraft belly-loading equipment which may, on first glance, appear to provide a 
similar function. These differences save time, lower costs, create efficiencies and, most importantly, provide a safer work 
environment for ramp crews.

Our priority at Ramper is increasing efficiency and safety at a reduced cost. The
competitors’ equipment ranges from almost three to five times the cost of TISABAS
with less-than-optimal functionality in many conditions.  We’re often asked, ‘How 
can TISABAS provide more benefits at a substantially lower cost?’ Because we know 
every aspect of loading aircraft from the inside out and outside in. We’ve been doing 
it ourselves for over 30 years.

Finding Solutions to the Challenges of Loading Aircraft
Over the past two decades, Ramper Innovations has created solutions to the tough 
issues of loading and unloading aircraft. Our products range from those addressing 
the specific challenges of specialty cargo, such as fish boxes and bypass mail, to 
solving efficiency, safety and cost-related problems of loading baggage and other 
commodities into narrow bodied aircraft. That is the focus of TISABAS, the newest 
Ramper product.

Seeking Industry Leaders to Assess the Cost-Savings Benefits of TISABAS
We’re seeking an industry leading airline to partner with, to test the Beta 
version of TISABAS in their operation, experience its benefits, and provide 
system usage performance data in various operational environments and 
settings.  TISABAS experts will train and work with the partner airline to 
ensure success during the test period.  In return, should the partner desire 
to have TISABAS permanently available for use in their operation, it will be 
available at a significantly reduced cost.

We invite you to contact us and find out more about this opportunity and 
the benefits of TISABAS to your operation. 
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TISABAS: Significantly Different from Other Options

Solves the Many Common Loading Challenges
TISABAS addresses tough loading issues with a highly functional 
solution that reduces costs and increases safety.  Designed and tested 
specifically for narrow-bodied aircraft where the problem of throwing bags 
and cargo the length of an aircraft pit and related cost and injury impacts 
are most prevalent.  Specific savings from TISABAS accrue in diverse areas 
of operations including:

The TISABASAdvantage
A few of the additional benefits of TISABAS for ground service operations are:
➢ Its portability allows it to quickly be positioned into the aircraft for loading and removed when complete.
➢ No permanent installation is required, so no extra in-flight weight impacting fuel use, no damage to the aircraft with 

installation fixtures.  
➢ Although its dimensions are 20 feet x 21 inches x 2.5 inches when fully extended, it stores easily when folded at a compact 

30 inches x 30 inches x 21 inches.
➢ TISABAS was developed and tested in some of the most rugged and diverse environments possible, and handles a broad 

range of freight loading needs and situations.
➢ Awarded a “thumbs up” by ramp agents:  When I first tried TISABAS, two of us unloaded a fully 

packed pit 4 (737-800).  NO stress on the back, shoulders or elbows. I was also impressed at how 
fast the sections folded down and lengthened as the pit emptied out. Two thumbs up!!! 
Greg Reynolds, Alaska Airlines Ramp Service Agent
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Deployment Outcomes What This Means to Airlines & Ground Support

Reduces worker comp claims
Lowers injuries, stress, complaints, time away from the job, ramp agent disability and 
insurance claims, reduced requirement to hire and train additional agents or re-assign 
from other positions creating shortages elsewhere

Less damage to cargo Lowers number and dollar amount of payouts to customers, positively affects customer 
satisfaction and insurance costs

Decreased damage to aircraft Reduced equipment repair costs, time out-of-service and possible scheduled delays

Lightweight and easy set up Quick to position equipment with one agent, operates with two agents already working 
the job, no impact on flight schedules 

Equipment functions inside of aircraft;  
removeable

No damage to aircraft exterior nor delays in flight schedules caused by malfunction of 
externally-positioned equipment, reduced damage to plane floor, no reduction to cargo 
capacity or fuel efficiency

Minimizes inefficiencies Bags loaded faster and easier, moves more cargo in less time, lowers 20-minute-
guarantee reimbursements, agents can be deployed to other needed duties

Meets floor bearing weight No FAA certification required, little risk to aircraft floor from equipment
Increases productivity and reduces 
cargo loading time

Helps maintain on-time flight schedules and customer satisfaction, agents can be 
deployed to other needed duties, reduced need to hire and train a larger pool of agents

Decreases agent turnover due to 
physical strain & injury 

Reduced need to hire and train additional agents, experienced agents stay working on 
the job longer with an increased level of satisfaction

Reduces manual work Reduces worker comp injuries, lowers agent turnover due to physical strain, loading and 
unloading is completed more quickly, improving on-time performance

Significantly lower cost than other 
automated solutions Return-on-investment quickly attained and savings deployed to other operational needs

Reduces operating costs Savings can be deployed to other aspects of operations


